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NEW QUESTION: 1
Sie haben ein Azure Migrate-Projekt mit den folgenden
Bewertungseigenschaften:
* Zielort: Osten der USA
* Speicherredundanz: Lokal redundant
* WohlfÃ¼hlfaktor: 2,0
* Leistungsverlauf: 1 Monat
* Perzentilauslastung: 95
* Preisstufe: Standard

* Angebot: Bezahlen Sie, wÃ¤hrend Sie gehen
Sie entdecken die folgenden zwei virtuellen Maschinen:
* Eine virtuelle Maschine mit dem Namen VM1, auf der Windows
Server 2016 ausgefÃ¼hrt wird und die 10 CPU-Kerne bei 20
Prozent Auslastung aufweist
* Eine virtuelle Maschine mit dem Namen VM2, auf der Windows
Server 2012 ausgefÃ¼hrt wird und die vier CPU-Kerne mit einer
Auslastung von 50 Prozent aufweist. Wie viele CPU-Kerne
empfiehlt Azure Migrate fÃ¼r jede virtuelle Maschine? WÃ¤hlen
Sie zum Beantworten die entsprechenden Optionen im
Antwortbereich aus.
HINWEIS: Jede richtige Auswahl ist einen Punkt wert.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
The equation is: 'core usage x comfort factor'. The comfort
factor is 2.0.
So VM 1 is 10 cores at 20% utilization which equals 2 cores.
Multiply that the comfort factor and you get 4 cores.
VM 2 is 4 cores at 50% utilization which equals 2 cores.
Multiply that the comfort factor and you get 4 cores.

NEW QUESTION: 2
DRAG DROP
Click and drag the feature on the left to the category it
belongs to on the right.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Gateway: Supports Analog Faxes and Modems on a Voip Network
Performs Call Setup and teardown between Voip Networks &amp;
the PSTN.
CUBE. Interconnects segments of the same or different VoIP
networks using different media types.
Interconnects segments of the same or different VoIP networks
using different media types.
Gateway Functionality: Gateways are responsible Media stream
handling and speech path
integrity, DTMF relay, Fax relay and pass-through, Digit
translation and call processing, Dial peers
and codec filtering, Carrier ID handling, Termination and
re-origination of signaling and media.
The Cisco Unified Border Element is a session border controller
designed to provide easy, secure,
and cost-effective connectivity between independent unified
communications networks or network

domains for different enterprises. It provides interconnection
between incompatible applications
within the enterprise network, between different enterprises
for business-to-business applications,
and between enterprise networks and service provider Session
Initiation Protocol (SIP) trunks.
The Cisco Unified Border Element provides key session
management capabilities, H.323 and SIP
interworking functions, and network-to-network interface
security and demarcation capabilities. It
performs most of the same functions of a public switched
telephone network (PSTN)-to-IP
gateway but joins two VoIP call legs. Media packets can either
flow through (thus hiding the
networks from each other) or around the Cisco Unified Border
Element platform.
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/ios/voice/cube/configuration/gu
ide/vb-gw-overview_ps10591_TSD_Products_Configuration_Guide_Cha
pter.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
A technician notices a rack mounted server is beeping without
booting up. The NEXT step to diagnose this issue would be to:
A. install the server into a different rack.
B. disable the alarm within the server.
C. count the beeps and reference the service manual.
D. continue to power cycle the server until it boots normally.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
It has become necessary to configure an existing serial
interface to accept a second Frame
Relay virtual circuit. Which of the following procedures are
required to accomplish this task? (Choose three.)
A. Encapsulate the physical interface with multipoint PPP.
B. Configure each subinterface with its own IP address.
C. Create the virtual interfaces with the interface command.
D. Configure static Frame Relay map entries for each
subinterface network.
E. Remove the IP address from the physical interface.
F. Disable split horizon to prevent routing loops between the
subinterface networks.
Answer: B,C,E
Explanation:
For multiple PVC's on a single interface, you must use
subinterfaces, with each subinterface configured for each PVC.
Each subinterface will then have its own IP address, and no IP
address will be assigned to the main interface.
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